
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (15) of the FSR FMG ’21 ‘22 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 12th of January 2022 

Location: Zoom 

Present FSR ’21-’22: 

 

Pedro Gonzalez, Joselyn Moran, Alicia Vignali, Eirini 

Symeonidou, Nathan Larigauderie, Esra Joo Weijenberg, 

Anastasiia Anikina, Leila Hammoud, Titus van der Valk, Lena 

Schenk 

Absent FSR ’21-22: Natalie Safarova, Zaina Pakabomba 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1:  Council’s new year’s resolutions 

9. Topic 2: Brainstorm OV 

10. Topic 3: OWI course eval 

11. Any other business 

12. Points for the CSR 

13. Points for the media 

14. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Alicia opens the meeting at 17:00 

 

2. Announcements  

 No announcements 

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 14 

The minutes of the PV of December 21st are set without some changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail 

Folia is going to do an article with a sociology student who was kicked out due to not 

participating in the matching. Anastasiia will ask the other student who was in a similar situation 

if he wants to participate too. The matching file was dormant, but E&C picked it up and three 

members are interested in joining.  

  

6. Updates  

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

No update as the CSR has not had a PV yet this block.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without changes.  

 

8. Topic 1: Council’s new year’s resolutions 

The council discusses their personal resolutions for the year and their plans.  

 

9. Topic 2: Brainstorm OV 

The preliminary agenda for the OV with the dean needs to be send tomorrow. The final agenda 

needs to be sent next Thursday. The first topic the faculty wants on the agenda is 

internationalization of Human Geography. They want to do a bilingual programme. Anastasiia 

is working on collecting information from the students in the programme on how they feel about 

the internationalization.  

 Nathan wants to know how the mental health file is doing. They have a meeting soon 

but will not be ready to present in the OV. Alicia feels an idea is discussing why the university 

is not signing the amnesty social safety manifesto. Joselyn informs her that the CVB needs to 

sign it. She adds that the most the council could get is support from the dean. The conclusion is 

that it will most likely not be useful to bring it up to the OV. The council could change the 

faculty code of conduct which could inspire the CSR to change the university code of conduct. 
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 The diversity file holders are working on the let me tell you project but it is not done 

yet.  

 Eirini wants to spark more interest in the faculty learning centre from the council and 

work on it more before bringing it up to the 4th OV. 

120122-1: Titus, Alicia, Eirini, Nathan and Esra will meet up about the quality agreement funds. 

 

10. Topic 3: OWI course eval 

Titus hopes the council allows him to present this at the OWI meeting. He thinks it is best to 

propose the idea in its simplest form. 

 He agrees that there should be some sort of story about keeping the feedback 

constructive and positive. 

 Joselyn feels that this might take away from the official final evaluations from the 

learning centre who assess the quality of education. Students might not fill them in. 

 The coordinator of UvAQ liked the idea according to Titus.  

 Joselyn adds that it would be useful to store the data for when issues with a course of 

professor arrive in the future.  

 Titus will think about who has access to the feedback and if the feedback should be 

anonymous.  

 Titus will attend the meeting, Esra will if the meeting is after 1 PM.  If she is unable to 

Alicia will join. 

 

14. Any other business 

No other business.  

 

15. Points for the CSR 

No points. 

 

16. Points for the Media 

No points. 

 

17. Questions and Closing  

There are no questions, the meeting is closed at 17:57 

 

Action list 

120122-1: Titus, Alicia, Eirini, Nathan and Esra will meet up about the quality agreement funds. 

211005-4: The positive psychology and education taskforce is evaluated on December 14th. 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no 

later than 24 hours before the PV.    

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 
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Confidential.    

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed.    

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB.    

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s.   

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the 

domain, it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC.    

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it.    

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails.    

171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain 

committee) in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail.    

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV.    

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated.    

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts.    

190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).    

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

200901-1 Every expense above 50 euros should be brought up during the PV 

200915-1 The situation regarding the corona virus in relation to CoBo’s is revaluated. 

200901-2: The council discusses the availability of rooms again after the UvA announces 

their plans regarding on-campus activities.  

201212-1 The council discusses the promotion platform again when the timeline is clear 

 


